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Abstract—This paper presents a PCA-based iris recognition
method called Intensity Separation Curvelet based PCA (ISC-
PCA). The proposed method uses Canny Edge detection and
the Hough transform to extract and rectangularize the iris
from the input eye image. The second generation Fast Digital
Curvelet Transform (FDCT) is then applied to the resulting
image, dividing it into its subbands. The resulting complex
subbands coefficients within the same level are concatenated,
generating two single frames. The coefficients in each resulting
frame are then normalized and evenly divided into a preselected
number of bands. The coefficient matrices within each frame are
then vectorized and concatenated, generating a single 2D matrix.
Conventional PCA is then performed on the resulting 2D matrix
extracting its eigenvectors which are used for iris matching. The
Euclidean distance is used as a measure to quantify the closeness
of different iris images. Experimental results on images from the
CASIA-Iris-Interval benchmark eye image dataset show that the
proposed ISC-PCA technique significantly outperforms the state
of the art PCA based methods, and achieves competitive results
to those of the learning based techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The application of iris images for human identification has
shown significant potential, as the iris patterns of individuals
are unique, even between the two eyes of a single person [1].
Iris recognition is performed by capturing the image of an eye,
extracting the iris from the image, and calculating descriptors
from the resulting iris that can be used for matching [2]. Many
iris recognition techniques have been reported by researchers
over the last three decades [3]. These methods can generally
be classified into one of two main categories: statistical based
and learning based methods. Statistical methods extract some
features from the input iris image and compare these features
directly by some sort of distance measures to assess and find its
closest match. Example of these techniques include Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [3], Wavelet [4], Curvelet [5],
Gabor filter [6], and non-orthogonal transform [7] based tech-
niques. Learning based methods use one more statistical based
feature extraction algorithms. This is followed by a classifier
such as a neural network [8] or support vector machine [9] to
perform the matching. PCA has been widely used for feature
extraction and dimensionality reduction in conjunction with
both statistical and learning based algorithms.
Although various learning based iris recognition techniques
have been reported in the literature that provide high ac-
curacy, they require significantly high computational power,
which may not be available on low power mobile devices.
In addition, with advances in technology and the security
based need for human identification on the go, demand for
low power, portable (e.g. embedded mobile systems) iris
recognition systems has increased. The success of PCA for
hyperspectral image classification [10] has inspired the authors
to propose the Intensity Separation Curvelet based PCA (ISC-
PCA) iris recognition technique, which requires significantly
less computational power that learning based techniques, while
simultaneously providing competitive matching accuracy. Un-
like other Curvelet and PCA based iris recognition techniques,
ISC-PCA is unique in that it divides the Curvelet subbands’
coefficients into several matrices, resembling a multispectral
image and enriching the data available for feature extraction.
The proposed method first segments the input eye image,
extracting its iris. The resulting iris is then rectangularized
and histogram equalized. The second generation Fast Digital
Curvelet Transform (FDCT) [11] is then applied to the result-
ing image, splitting the image into its Curvelet subbands. The
real and imaginary components for each resulting Curvelet
level subbands are individually concatenated and normalized,
generating two matrices per level. Each resulting matrix is then
evenly split into a set of bands, generating a three-dimensional
matrix called a frame. The frame is then converted to a two-
dimensional matrix, where each column represents a band
within the frame. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is
then applied to the resulting matrix, extracting its eigenvectors
as features. The Euclidean distance is used as a criterion to
evaluate the distance between the eigenvectors of two iris
images. The images from the CASIA-Iris-Interval dataset have
been used to assess and compare the performance of the
proposed ISC-PCA algorithm to both statistical and learning
based techniques. Experimental results show that the proposed
ISC-PCA method substantially outperforms single image PCA
and the eigenfaces [12] techniques. These results also show
that the proposed algorithm gives highly competitive perfor-
mance to those of learning based techniques, including PCA
with Neural Network [13] and Modified Convolutional Neural
Network [14] at significantly lower computational cost. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the proposed ISC-PCA algorithm, Section III discusses the
benchmark CASIA-Iris-Interval eye image dataset and the
experimental results, and Section IV concludes the paper.
Fig. 1. Block diagram for the proposed Intensity Separation Curvelet based PCA (ISC-PCA) technique.
II. PROPOSED INTENSITY SEPARATION CURVELET BASED
PCA METHOD
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed Intensity Sep-
aration Curvelet based PCA (ISC-PCA) method. The proposed
method first extracts the iris from the input 8-bit grayscale eye
image using Canny Edge detection followed by the Hough
transform as specified in [15]. The resulting rectangular iris
image is then histogram equalized to increase its contrast.
This is accomplished by first calculating its Probability Mass
Function (PMF), as seen in (1):
PMFX(xk) = P (X = xk) for k = 0, 1, ..., 255 (1)
where X = x0, x1, ..., x255 represent the iris image’s pixel
values and PMFX(xk) is the probability of pixels in bin k.
The resulting PMF is then used to calculate the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) as seen in (2):
CDFX(k) = P (X ≤ xk) for k = 0, 1, ..., 255 (2)
where CDFX(k) is the cumulative probability of X ≤ xk.
Finally, all input iris image pixel values are mapped to new val-
ues using the resulting CDF. The proposed method then applies
the second generation Fast Digital Curvelet Transform (FDCT)
using the wrapping variant [11] on the resulting histogram
equalized iris image, splitting the image into its subbands. The
resulting subbands’ coefficients are complex numbers. Within
each Curvelet decomposition level, the real and imaginary
parts of the resulting Curvelet subbands’ coefficients are
separately concatenated, generating two coefficient matrices
per level. The resulting matrices are named CmR/I , where C
is the matrix, m represents the decomposition level, and R
or I indicate the real or imaginary components, respectively.
The original coefficients p ∈ CmR/I are then mapped to new
values p′ in [0, 1] domain using (3):
p′ =
p−min(CmR/I)
max(CmR/I)−min(CmR/I) (3)
The proposed method then applies an even partitioning
algorithm to split each resulting matrix into a set of multiple
images called a frame. Each frame is comprised of N matrices,
which are generated from N − 1 boundary values called
B = [b1, b2, ..., bN−1]. In the even partitioning algorithm, the
boundary values are calculated using (4):
bn = n/N for n = 1, 2, ..., (N − 1) (4)
A frame F consisting of N zero matrices of the size of
CmR/I , where F = [f1, f2, ..., fN ], is then generated. Each
coefficient within a given CmR/I is then assigned to its
respective matrix f ∈ F to create the desired frame. Each
resulting f is then mean adjusted to create a corresponding f ′
using (5):
f ′ = f − f (5)
where f is the mean value of the coefficients in f . After mean-
adjustment, the coefficients in each resulting image f ∈ F are
then converted to a column-wise vector and concatenated to
form a two dimensional matrix H . PCA is then performed
using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the resulting
matrix H using (6):
H = JΣKT (6)
where J and K are unitary matrices and the columns of K
are the orthonormal eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of
H . Σ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues. The
eigenvectors form a basis for an eigenspace for each input
frame F . The resulting principal components in K can then
be expressed in the form KLmR or KLmI , where KLmR
or KLmI represent the calculated eigenvectors from the mth
level Curvelet transform real or imaginary frames’ coefficients,
respectively.
To perform matching, the total distance DT between a
query image q and every image s ∈ S, where S is the
dataset to be searched for comparison, is calculated. The
proposed Intensity Separation Curvelet based PCA (ISC-PCA)
iris recognition method is applied to both q and s, generating
eigenvectors for their respective image frames. Let KqLmR/I
and KsLmR/I represent the resulting eigenvectors from the
mth level Curvelet transform real or imaginary frames’ coeffi-
cients for images q and s, respectively. The Euclidean distance
DLmR/I between the two sets of eigenvectors of these two
frames is then calculated using (7):
DLmR/I =
√√√√N−1∑
i=1
(KqiLmR/I −KsiLmR/I)2 (7)
The resulting Euclidean distances between the eigenvectors of
all frames generated from the two images are then summed to
calculate the total distance DT . The resulting total distances
are then used to find the closest image within the dataset for
the input query image q.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed Intensity Separation Curvelet based PCA
(ISC-PCA) iris recognition technique was implemented using
MATLAB and executed using a Windows 10 personal com-
puter equipped with a 7th generation Intel core i7 processor,
an Nvidia GTX 1080 graphics card, and a 512 GB Toshiba
NVMe solid-state drive (no other applications, updates or
background programs were running during the computation).
The performance of the proposed algorithm was compared to
the state of the art methods using the benchmark CASIA-Iris-
Interval, version 1.0 dataset [16]. Each iris image within this
dataset is 8-bit grayscale JPEG format and has a resolution of
320 × 280 pixels. These images have been captured using a
close-up iris camera which uses a circular Near Infrared (NIR)
LED pattern for illumination. In total, the dataset contains
2639 images of 249 subjects. For this research, 100 subjects
were randomly selected to serve as a testing set, with three
images per subject used. The experiments began by selecting
the first image of each subject to serve as a query set and
the rest of the images to be a dataset. Given a particular query
image, if it is correctly matched with an image in the dataset, it
TABLE I
RANK-1 ACCURACY FOR SINGLE IMAGE PCA AND THE EIGENFACES
TECHNIQUES
Technique Rank-1 Accuracy (%)
Single Image PCA 39.00
Eigenfaces 62.22
is marked as a Rank-1 image. Finally, this process is repeated
for the second and third images for each individual, with the
Rank-1 accuracies averaged across all trials.
To compare the performance of the proposed technique with
the state of the art PCA based and learning based techniques,
experimental results were generated as follows. For the single
image PCA method, PCA was applied to each input image,
extracting its eigenvectors. The resulting eigenvectors for each
image were then used as features to find the nearest matches.
To create results for the eigenfaces PCA method, 10% of
each dataset was withheld as a training set. The resulting
training set was then used to calculate the eigenvectors for the
‘eigenfaces’, and the remaining images were projected along
those eigenvectors to create eigenirises. These eigenirises
were finally used to find the nearest matches for the input
images using their Euclidean distances. The results for the
application of single image PCA and the eigenfaces method
on the benchmark image dataset are presented in Table I. From
Table I, it can be seen that the performance of the eigenfaces
technique exceeds that of the single image PCA method by
23.22% in Rank-1 accuracy.
The proposed ISC-PCA method was applied to the images
of the CASIA-Iris-Interval dataset using two to twenty bands
of constant size as detailed in Section II. It was empirically
determined that the proposed technique achieves its highest
performance using three level Curvelet transform with eight
angles of incidence. Therefore, these parameters were used
to generate experimental results presented in this paper. The
percentage of correct matches was calculated for each set
of bands, a subset of which are tabulated in Table II. From
this table, it can be seen that the proposed ISC-PCA method
significantly outperforms both the single image PCA and
eigenfaces techniques. The proposed technique achieves its
highest performance (95.93% Rank-1 accuracy) using only
two bins and generates 56.93% and 33.71% higher Rank-
1 accuracy than the single image PCA and the eigenfaces
techniques, respectively. Although the Rank-1 accuracy seem-
ingly oscillates as the number of bins increases, it ultimately
stabilizes at approximately 86% from 16 bins onward. This can
be explained by the fact that the distribution of the iris Curvelet
subbands’ coefficients is almost bimodal, therefore splitting
these coefficients to more than two bins results in an uneven
separation of coefficients amongst the bins and consequently
causes the resulting eigenvectors to represent the data in a
non-uniform manner.
To enable the reader to assess the accuracy of the ordered
list of possible matches generated by the proposed ISC-
PCA technique, a Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC)
TABLE II
RANK-1 ACCURACY FOR THE PROPOSED ISC-PCA METHOD
Number of Bins Rank-1 Accuracy (%)
2 95.93
3 82.96
4 94.07
5 90.74
6 89.63
7 91.85
8 90.37
9 82.22
10 90.37
11 88.52
12 92.22
13 91.85
14 90.37
15 90.00
16 85.56
17 86.30
18 86.67
19 85.93
20 87.04
Fig. 2. Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC) Curve for the proposed
Intensity Separation Curvelet based PCA (ISC-PCA) technique using 2 bins.
curve using two bins on the CASIA-Iris-Interval dataset is
presented in Fig. 2. From this figure, it can be seen that the
proposed ISC-PCA method achieves 100% matching accuracy
within the top 50 ranks. Furthermore, it achieves above 99%
Rank-1 accuracy within the top 15 ranks.
It should be considered that iris recognition techniques can
generally be classified into two main categories: statistical
based and learning based techniques. The proposed ISC-PCA
algorithm falls within the statistical category, which requires
significantly less computational power than learning based
techniques, while it significantly outperforms other statistical
based techniques such as single image PCA and eigenfaces.
Furthermore, learning-based techniques utilize statistical meth-
ods such as PCA to extract features which are fed to learning
based classifiers such as neural networks and support vector
TABLE III
RANK-1 RESULTS FOR THE PROPOSED ISC-PCA AND STATE OF THE ART
METHODS
Technique Rank-1 Accuracy (%)
Statistical based Techniques
Single Image PCA 39.00
Eigenfaces 62.22
Proposed Technique 95.93
Learning based Techniques
PCA and Neural Network [13] 92.65
Modified Convolutional Neural Network [14] 96.67
machines. Hence the performance of learning-based methods
can be improved using superior feature extraction techniques.
In this paper, experimental results show that the proposed ISC-
PCA algorithm outperforms other techniques in feature extrac-
tion. Therefore, it has significant potential to further improve
the performance of learning-based iris recognition algorithms
when used as their primary feature extractor. To enable the
reader to contrast the performance of the proposed ISC-PCA
method against both statistical and learning based techniques,
results for ISC-PCA, single image PCA, eigenfaces, PCA with
Neural Network [13], and Modified Convolutional Neural Net-
work [14] have been tabulated in III. Results with the methods
presented in [3] and [4] are not presented, as those technique
use a number of datasets for evaluation. The PCA with Neural
Network technique applies PCA to generate eigenirises that are
then fed to a neural network. This technique was tested using
seven images each of 108 irises from the CASIA-Iris-Interval,
version 1.0 dataset. Four images from each iris were used for
training and the remaining three were used for testing. The
Modified Convolutional Neural Network technique uses five
samples per person from the CASIA-Iris-Interval dataset (each
person has 2 images for training set, 1 images for validation set
and 2 images for testing set). It uses a convolutional neural
network for feature extraction, followed by fully connected
layers as the learned classifier. From Table III, it can be seen
that the proposed ISC-PCA technique significantly outper-
forms all statistical PCA based methods and the PCA and
neural network based technique [13]. Furthermore, the ISC-
PCA algorithm gives competitive performance to that of the
Modified Convolutional Neural Network algorithm [14]. The
proposed ISC-PCA method achieves this competitive result at
significantly less computational cost than the learning based
algorithms.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an Intensity Separation Curvelet based
PCA (ISC-PCA) iris recognition technique. The proposed
technique first segments the input eye image to extract the
iris and converts the resulting iris into a rectangular picture.
The iris image is then histogram equalized to increase its
contrast and is then subjected to a Fast Discrete Curvelet
Transform to split it into its subbands. The real and imaginary
coefficients in the resulting subbands within each level are
then concatenated, creating a two matrices for the coefficients
in each level. The coefficients within each resulting matrix are
the offset and normalized to have a range between zero and
one. Equal size boundary segmentation is then applied on each
resulting normalized matrix, generating a frame consisting
of multiple bands. Standard Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is then applied to the resulting frame, to calculate
its eigenvectors. The Euclidean distance is then calculated
between the resulting eigenvectors and the eigenvectors of the
images in the dataset to find the best match. Experimental
results on the images of the CASIA-Iris-Interval image dataset
shows that the proposed ISC-PCA technique significantly out-
performs the state of the art PCA based methods. Furthermore,
the results are competitive to those of the learning based
techniques, yet at a much smaller computational cost. It is well
known that the performance of learning based iris recognition
techniques are dependent on their feature extraction methods.
Consequently, the application of ISC-PCA in conjunction with
learning based classification algorithms could significantly
increase their performance. Finally, the proposed ISC-PCA
technique could be implemented directly in hardware using
existing PCA implementation algorithms such as those found
using FPGA.
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